In Memoriam Imre Cok

16-05-1990 - 01-04-2010
We received the tragic news that on the 1st of April

Imre Cok
passed away at the age of 19.
On her way home she got into a tragedic car accident while crossing the road.
We got to know Imre as a happy and curious girl during the introduction,
from that moment on, she was a very active member of Lucid, par ticipated in al sor ts of
activities
and she was one of the members of the Milan committee.
We will miss her as an active member and friend, and we want to express our condolences
to her family and friends.
The 9th board of Lucid
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elcome, dear reader.
Welcome to the twelfth

straying away from conventional prac-

edition of the UNiD. And

tices of both publication and illustra-

what a wonderful edition it is. Not

tion. The results of which, are now

only is this the most substantial UNiD

firmly grasped by your hands, awaiting

to date, it also houses what we would

to be experienced.

like to call the latest and greatest in

Indexed by a gritty amount of pages,
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magazine fashion. After an elaborate

this edition focuses on the quest of un-

process of tinkering with words and

derstanding what crafts is to the design

applying graphic emulsions, we have

process of yesterdays, todays and to-

finally spawned yet another noteworthy

morrows. Expect many different points

volume. This one is from us, for you.

of view, extruded both horizontally and

In order to reach this imperative level of

vertically, objective and subjective, pos-

quality, the team underwent three days

sibly chiseled or even laser-cut.

of complete isolation and submerged

So prepare yourself for the quest up

ourselves into all that is crafts. During

ahead, and dive deep into the wonder-

our own little voyage we traveled into

ful—and possibly forgotten—world of

uncharted territory,

crafts. Enjoy.
Team UNiD 12
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What is craftsmanship?

30

T

hat question is not easily answered.
No single definition will do and above
all, no single definition will satisfy all
of us.

30

30

We often see the word craft used to indicate that a
product is created with dedication, passion and hard
work. If we look up the word craft in the dictionary
it is described as follows: “An occupation or trade
requiring manual dexterity or artistic skill”. From
the beginning of time we have performed crafts to
construct a world we want to live in. We want to

One thing we can define to make things a bit clearer is the difference between

create things that aid us in our lives and preferably

arts and crafts. The main goal of art is to make people think and feel something

be beautiful at the same time. William Morris once

whereas craftsmanship is used to create things that are meant to be beautiful

said there is no excuse for doing anything which is

and functional as well. Crafts can be very arty, but art usually isn’t crafty.

not strikingly beautiful.

Craftiness in traditional form includes a lot of hands. A craftsman is someone

> A History Lesson in Design and Crafts 120

who has perfected his manual skill to create products. He has learned through
experience - which can be thought of as a craft as well – to combine his manual
dexterity with the tools he uses on the materials he got to know. When crafting,
he is passionate, dedicated and has faith and believes in the product he wants to
produce.
“A man at work, making something which he feels will exist because he is
working at it and wills it, is exercising the energies of his mind and soul as well
as of his body.”
As an Industrial Designer you might be tempted to recognize yourself in this
description. Crafts have made it possible to create the society we live in now
and have to do with the creation of almost everything around us. How can we
as designers use the values of the traditional crafts in our work?

30

> Made by mistake 400

30

According to Richard Sennett, writer of the book
The Craftsman, craftsmanship is a lot broader than
we assume. Craftsmanship involves the basic hu-

30

man impulse to do a job well. This is not based on
the capitalistic view of making money but rather on
the self respect and the pride we get out of being a
good craftsman. We like to take credit for the things
Or are we simply not performing crafts but some-

we do well, we like to see our name on the door in

thing entirely different because our emphasis is

big fancy gold letters.

not so much on manual dexterity? Should we stick
to the use of hands when defining crafts or is it

If we look at this from the perspective of the people

broader than that?

that use crafted products another question arises.
We perceive a product differently when we know

> Student Project

60

who created it and how much effort and dedication
it took. We associate crafts with passion and hard
work from a master craftsman and this makes us
see a crafted product as more valuable. But how far
does this appreciation and added value go?
We can consider a writer as an artist, but writers

30

also craft products. American writer John Irving
specifically mentions this: “I don’t see myself as
an intellectual, I don’t even see myself as an artist. I think of myself as a craftsman.” Writing fits
the definition of transferring knowledge through
experience and looking at the works of other master
craftsmen. If writing literature is a craft, does that
make writing a program a craft?
That leads us to another question in the big pool
of craft-related dilemmas; does new technology destroy craftsmanship or is it opening more doors? Is
using technology too effortless to be a craft? Or are
we foolish to try to reinvent old crafts and should
we just recognize the craftiness of what we can do
nowadays? Where do we draw the line? And do we
draw it with a pen or with Photoshop?
> Old School vs. New School 36
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We leave you with question on purpose. This UNiD
is meant to let you experience what craftsmanship
is all about.
> Creative Eindhoven 600

And to formulate yet another craft-related question;
maybe you could even see reading this UNiD as a
craft?
> Food for Thought 1500
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T

he world of design has changed over the years. As we
seek to define what crafts are, we find on one hand the
traditional crafts, established by hand. And on the other,
what we may call a new kind of craft, creating in a digital

environment. Is there such a thing as old and new style of crafts? Is this dependant on the hand that creates it?
We asked two designers, both coming from opposite directions. One makes
decent furniture out of plain wood. The other uses 3D printers for almost every
product you can imagine.
Peter Overdijk designs and builds wooden furniture specifically for his clients.
He always starts his process together with the client. He finds out exactly what
it is they want and then tries to get his ideas back to the client in discussions
and little sketches. If clients need more detailed images, he proceeds to create
either more specific sketches or 3D computer images of the piece of furniture.
He likes to make 3D sketches, but it is expensive as it takes him more time than
starting to build directly. “I don’t really need sketches; I can build my ideas
directly from my mind.”
So how does this craftsman think about his work and the skills he has? The
building process comes very natural to Peter. He has the picture of a piece of
furniture in his head and then he starts to work toward creating it piece by
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piece while constantly checking if his orientation of the pieces together is right
in his mind.
Considering craftsmanship Peter believes that current technology really adds
something to the whole process. New tools and materials allow craftsmen in to
be creative. The computer for instance is already making it possible to customize mass produced products. Peter Overdijk believes that this will not make his
work disappear, but merely change it. “As craftsmen we should take an interest
in these new technologies and use them. The tools might change over time but
the way of thinking is more or less the same.” Looking at a technology like 3D
printing Peter notes that even though he believes that perhaps in years people
have a 3D printer in their homes, the creative part will remain in being able to
think of products to print.

Old school

36

36

New school
Janne Kittanen, founder of rapid prototyping design company Freedom of
Creation, has a different approach; He does not draw or sketch. All his explorations are done within 3D modeling programs. The designs he makes are just
too complicated to simply draw.
The entire design process happens inside his head, no senses are part of the
process. “It is a digital craft in which senses do not play part. I can’t feel, hear,
smell or walk around my product.”
When his 3D design is finished, he sends it to the printer. He is then able to see
if there are any flaws in his drawing, for example holes in the model. He looks
at the print, reconsiders the shape and changes the file.
Janne Kittanen foresees new technology arising, where his digital craft will be
applied through tools again, but he will not be able to work with it because
he never acquired the skill. “When I was five years old I got a computer, I just
never learned to work with tools.”
Janne Kittanen founded FOC ten years ago and the technology has been
here for 25 years now. The acceptance of 3D printed products is increasing.
Although he foresees a hype in 3D printing, Janne expects people to be disappointed because you cannot print everything. People do understand that it is
the application that changes the content of a product. But it does not mean
you do not have to think anymore. “It is still new, because nobody designed
something cool.”
Comparing these two directions in crafts it seems that no matter how modern
or traditional your tools are, as a master craftsman you have to know how
something should look and feel and how to achieve this with the materials you
use. This is something that can only be achieved through continuous practice.
When it comes to crafts, practice makes perfect.
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T

he project Work Break is about encoura-		
ging employees to de-stress at work. Ruben
has worked for one year on his project.

He searched for a solution within the contemporary work environment and intended to improve
current rituals. Using the coffee and tea culture of
the Netherlands, Rubens’ concept optimizes the tea
break as a ritual for de-stressing.
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60

Bachelor project
60

Ruben Meeldijk B3.2

Two recent projects are highlighted to show to which extent ID students use crafts in their design processes.
Bachelor student Ruben Meeldijk and Master graduate Milou Pikaart have been selected for their extensive
explorations in their design processes.

Quality in aesthetics and interaction
60
were my main motivators.
Ruben had a hybrid approach for his design process

several segments. The outlines of these segments

in which both new school and old school crafts were

were printed on paper and used as a reference to

deployed. Based on his initial sketches he created

saw the pieces in MDF by hand. These segments

digital visualisations using 3D modeling program

had to be glued together as a 3D puzzle establish its

60

Rhinoceros. All components in Rhino were created

form. Technical drawings were made in Solidworks

based on their real dimensions. This allowed Ruben

to guide the assembly. These drawings contain

to explore various compositions inside his digital

the order of all the segments and layers of the

mock-ups and optimise his design. To get a sense

prototype. After the assembly Ruben added metal

of the size of his digital mock-up, he created a form

supports to his final prototype, since the MDF seg-

model based on the dimensions in Rhinoceros. For

ments cracked on several places. The final prototype

developing his final design, Ruben cut up his 3D

was manually sanded, painted and integrated with

model in Rhinoceros into layers containing

electronics.

I

n her graduation project Nok-Nok, 		
Milou focussed on involving mobile phone
users in their direct physical environment.

Users knock on their surroundings with their phone
to unobtrusively let the other know they want to
get in touch. This allows for a more conscious and
closer way of contacting someone.
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Master project
60

Milou Pikaart M2.2

In our
individualizing
world I want
to break down
60
barriers.

Milou used mainly new school crafts in her process. For selecting the form of
her final design, various models were created from foam with a cardboard top.
The 3D models made in Rhinoceros were used to create the cardboard tops
using a laser cutting machine. The foam models have also been used to explore
the compositions of the electrical components in her design. For developing
her final design, Rhinoceros was also used to create 3D models for the wooden
casing and several plastic components. The wooden casing was made with the
3D mill and the plastic components were created with the 3D printer. The prototypes were manually assembled, sanded, painted and filled with electronics.

To conclude, in both design processes new school crafts were mainly used.
New school crafts such as creating intangible 3D models for visualisations
and using CNC machines for creating tangible prototypes allow flexibility and

60

speed for the ID student in his design process.
Prototyping can be time consuming. Even with the help of Rhinoceros and
Solidworks, Rubens’ approach of manually sawing, sanding and assembling all
segments took a significant amount of time. Milou was able to create her final
prototype relatively quickly with the help of the 3D mill and 3D printer. For
optimising his design Ruben was able to spare the need of manually creating
additional physical prototypes by varying the compositions of the components
in Rhinoceros. Milou, on the other hand, has used Rhinoceros to let the laser
cutting machine to create a bunch of prototypes quickly to decide on her form
for her final design.
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W

ith over 16 years of experience and being the founder of the successful design
studio SMOOL, Robert Bronwasser

has been around the block. Doing most work all by
himself, including publicity and marketing, he has
proven to be a real designer centipede. His expertise is now moulded into a new success formula as

If you don’t have
an opinion, you
will never become
a good designer.

Art Director of one of Holland’s oldest and most
authentic pottery companies; Royal Goedewaagen.
UNID had a chance to sit down with Robert to hear
his thoughts on design and crafts.

80

Interview: Robert

80

80

Whoever heard of SMOOL might place it in a huge

cannot sit on, does not appeal to me. I argue that

studio with several employees, large machinery and

design should be useable and available for a large

a big material library. In reality, Robert together

group of people. The reason that there is a differ-

with a part-time employee, occupy two desks and

ence between design and crafts is that in design, you

two computers. Robert is clearly not a craftsman.

focus on renewal, and in crafts you focus on refine-

So why is he artdirector at Royal Goedewaagen? “In

ment. The inspiration for a craftsman comes from

2010, Royal Goedewaagen will celebrate its 400th

the production process and the material and that

anniversary. Until halfway during last century, it

can be a viable tool for designers too.” The world

has been a non-stop success story. They were one of

of industrial design is a turbulent one, and what is

the biggest companies in making pipes and pottery.

considered cutting edge today, might be old news to-

With the introduction of cheap plastics for mass

morrow. Luckily Robert has some advice for us de-

production in the sixties, pottery became less inter-

sign students and other future generation designers

esting for customers. Therefore the pottery industry

to stay ahead of the envelope. “Get out there. Look

got outsourced to countries where it was cheaper to

around you. Don’t be fooled by media and trends.

produce.” Royal Goedewaagen recently decided to

If you enter a shopping mall, you can actually see

rethink the company vision and they asked Robert

the people you design for. Realize that and find your

to help. “That process is a two-way strategy; goal

own niche. Look at other designers and products

one is to redefine the companie’s identity and strat-

and try to figure out for yourself what you like and

egy. In that identity we try to capture its rich his-

dislike about them. If you don’t have an opinion,

tory as an added value. Goal two is of course a fresh

you will never become a good designer.” Of course

looking product line. Delftware has an immense

we wanted to know what to expect from Robert

cultural relevance, but obviously a shrinking mar-

Bronwasser in the near future. “I have been design-

ket value.” Undeniably, design and crafts can form

ing for 16 years now. I have had the opportunity to

an elegant symbiosis. Robert: “As an industrial de-

work for great clients, and I also have been able to

signer, my focus is always on mass production. That

realise my own products. Right now I am working

means high investment cost and low product price.

with some people to get a book published about my

Pottery offers a great amount of flexibility to experi-

work and my vision on design and you can expect

ment because of low start-up costs and a freedom

that to hit the shelves later this year. Next step will

in design techniques such as adding decorative ele-

be to introduce my own design label and for the rest

ments. But also because there is a big part of hand-

I just want to continue doing what I do best and that

work involved. This is very different of what I am

is to design great products and services.”

used to, and it motivates and inspires me.” Robert
explains his ideas on design and crafts. “The idea
of designing a ten thousand Euro chair where you

80

Bronwasser of SMOOL
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A Day at Daglicht
for more information see Creative Eindhoven 600
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Year
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1850

1875

Amount of Craft in Design

Ar ts & Crafts Movement

A history lesson in Design
D

esigning is the process of making. But making does not mean creating

a counter movement called the Arts and Crafts movement. This movement

things by hand anymore. To be more precise, now a days making often

among other things wanted to boost handcraft, and thought it was superior to

means mass production, creating and reproducing things with the use

machine-made objects. Objects from The Arts and Crafts movement were often

of machines. How does this shift from hand-made to machine-made happened

inspired by natural, plant or animal forms or mythical creators. A key charac-

over time? Why did we embrace machine-made products? What are the true

teristic of this movement is looking back to the past, to its ethical values and

reasons behind it and what is happening right now?

reject industry. Some people even claimed that machines were the root of many

120

Ar ts & Crafts
Movement
Since the start of the industrialization around the beginning of the 18th century, the term industrial design started to rise. Round the 1850’s people started
to notice the influences of mechanization of their products and as always some
people became critical towards it. The first person who instigated against
industrialization was the British artist and writer William Morris. He started

social ills. Although the movement started as a social movement it started to
become expensive and only affordable by the rich due to upcoming machinery.

1900

1925

120

Ar t Nouveau

Modernism
>>>

Streamlining

120

>>>

and Crafts
Ar t Nouveau

Modernism

Around 1880 the movement Art Nouveau arises and was described as the first

Although Art Nouveau turned out to be a movement for the elites, Antoni

international modern style. It was a movement which occurred from the United

Gaudi dedicated his work to a more social approach by creating something for

States of America to Russia and from England to Italy. Art Nouveau did not

the people, like Park Güell in Barcelona. With the rising of machinery society

deny the machine as the Arts and Crafts Movement did, but used it to its advan-

seemed to embrace mass production. Parallel to Art Nouveau the area of Mod-

tage. It looked to the future and the past in equal measure. It is seen today as

ernism came to light. As a result of the low costs of mass production modernists

an important bridge between the historicism of Neoclassicism and modernism.

believed that exactly technology should be seen as a key mean to achieve social

In contrast to the Art and Craft movement, it displayed graphic forms and had

improvement. They used technology as a way to express their ideals. Modern-

a radical drive to break away from the constraints of tradition. Many artists

ists, like the Bauhaus which was founded by Walter Gropius in Weimar in

turned towards the art of other cultures and the Japanese art had its particular

Germany, totally rejected history and applied ornaments but embraced abstrac-

influence.

tion and rational thinking. Simple forms, smooth finishes and minimal surface

120

modeling play the first fiddle; rationally based designs for industrial production
were thereby highlighted.

120

Year

1950

Amount of Craft in Design

1975

Modernism
>>>

Streamlining

120

>>>

Postmodernism
Streamlining

120

The Wall Street Crash of 1929, also known as the Great Crash, was the most

In the late 70’s, Postmodernism came to the fore and it literally means ‘after

devastating stock market crash in the history of the United States America.

modernism’. The origin of this critical thinking lays in Italy where Alessan-

Americans saw a new aspect of the Art Deco style emerge in the marketplace:

dro Mendini, Also Rossi and Miechele de Lucchi played an important role.

Streamlining. Streamlining was based on a capitalistic, marketing and commer-

Postmodernism can be seen as a counter movement towards Modernism, and is

cialist thinking. Design did not go trough technological improvement; the use of

against the ideals of universal values which Modernism aims at. Postmodernism

craft within design was not mentioned. Design was seen as a means to boost the

using excessively decorative element in its design and architecture to ridicule

economy and design was no matter of social ideals. The first streamlining con-

craft and to impersonalize the world, it rejects the industrial process by misus-

cept was created by stripping Art Deco design of its fauna and flora in favour of

ing it. Up till now Postmodernism is still active, but shall just as every other

the aerodynamic pure-line concept of motion and speed. As a result of this low

movement transform into something new.

cost design methodology manufacturers of household appliances embraced this
concept with open arms.

2000

120

2010

2025

Design & Crafts movement

Postmodernism
od
dernis

Design & Crafts
movement

by looking back to the past and forgetting the possibilities of mass-production,

Now we are back from the future, we can think about what made us embrace

Postmodernism seems to do the same by looking back to its predecessors. The

machine-made products and what will be our next step. What will be the role

influence of handcraft seems to be disappearing. Although throughout this hunt

of hand-made design be in the future? At first artists, designers, architects were

for questions, we think the battle of hand-made and machine-made products

rebelling against the industrialization of design, by developing counter move-

will continue, but we hope the designers of the future will use crafts not as a

ments which started with the Arts & Crafts movement. Cross time the battle

nostalgic element, but search for a balance between human values and techno-

against mass production seems to be perished, not because industry delivered

logic development.

more functional, beautiful, valuable or even more innovative products, but by
reasons of the loss of knowledge and passion for the process of making. Mass
production seems not to be open for discussion anymore. Where in the beginning human values play an important role in design, later design became a mean
for economic growth. Although Postmodernism rejects mass-production, it
seems to loose its view on reality. Where the Arts and Craft movement vanished

120

Internship abroad

80

C

eline de Waal Malefijt decided to do her internship at the Danish Design School in Copenhagen. The theoretical design approach they teach
and the possibility to learn traditional manufacturing techniques led

her way to Denmark.

It was like doing two studies
at once.

Authors rights instead of patents, how to craft your way in to a patent:
Every product that is based on a story is automatically protected and all rights
preserved by the author. Celine wrote a story about a Russian family and their
traditional eating habits. The little Russian girl ate from a special bowl. When

As her internship was coming to an end, the semester in Eindhoven was going

she finished her meal, the juices had left a pattern behind in the inside surface.

toward assessment as well. With the deadline for her showcase coming up, it

This bowl was Celine’s final concept.

was just too busy to finish her project with a fine bound book.

Besides this project she had to fulfill modules in different directions like silk-

“It was like doing two studies at once”

screening and glass blowing. She experienced less pressure than she was used
to at the university in Eindhoven, but all her free time was easily filled with the

Thinking back, at her time at the Danish design school, brings a twinkle in her

many fun and interesting activities available.

eyes. She commends the Danish Design School to everyone who takes interest in

One of these activities was a competition for Ford design, an absurd amount

this crafty way of designing.

of money was offered for the winners of this contest. Therefore Celine decided
together with two friends to join in three times and win all three prices. Unfortunately their hard work did not lead to any, let alone, a triple price. “They did
not even look at our proposals because it was in English!”

180

180

I

n the master’s2.1 semester there is the opportunity for an intern-

command he went through several iterations of his project very fast. Although

ship. For Martijn van Bhömer the semester did not fit into the

he first had to learn to cope with the materials he was able to make advanced

intern period of Microsoft in Cambridge. But he decided to go

prototypes early on to test with.

anyway, for the experience of working for a billionaire company and to see if

Compared to ID in Eindhoven he had to work under big pressure in time and

design research was something for his future as master graduated designer.

performance at Microsoft.
“Steps are taken much faster than in any design process I experienced before.”

Martijn worked on the Socio-Digital Systems Group of

Working mostly with people in his department, the real confrontation with the

Microsoft Research where they investigate the appli-

social differences between technicians and designers was something he hardly

ance of technology to create of elegant technologies for

experienced. Because of the many different domains Microsoft has in store, a

complex lives for the future. Through Industrial Design

lot of research and techniques are available. All he had to do is ask for the infor-

graduate John Helmes, Martijn got the opportunity

mation he needed for his project.

to work on his own project. With a 3D printer to his

180

Every week there was an activity with the other interns. They visited beer

Steps are taken much faster
than in any design process I
experienced before.

breweries, took it up against the river of Cambridge in a “punt” or went out on
a formal night with the Fellows, arranged by the university of Cambridge.
As they continued his project at Microsoft, his design tested both in the UK as
back here in the Netherlands, he has his first patents to await.
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be the end of our control
over the COnsumer Society

We should set aside our creative
differences, and fight to gain
control over this...
... This

Internet

United
l
Commercia
Product
Designers

Internet wa s
... And so the
conflict that
thrown into a
’s very
would shake it
foundations...

Over the years all power had flowed to
just a Handfull of self-regulating
Community Websites

Under the pressure of the
mass-producing industry
some quickly succombed to the
UCPD threat

Those who wouldn’t budge were
deemed part of the axis of evil
and faced Annexation...
...By the great armies of

Chinese Designer Clones

Just when all hope
for a free internet
was lost A new
Champion Arose to
fight this travesty

...In secrecy the
forces of Eindhoven had regained
their former
strength...

sulf the inteLnet, meet wondeLfull people, and destLoy theiL
lives!
My entire social
Network...
Destroyed...

Design!
Technology!

Marke...err...
Business!

I truly am all
alone now..

..Led by the Infamous
User! Reflective

Transformative
Design team
A Final clash between
would meet the
they
UCPD in battle

Smart- and commercial Design - Fought
over Facebook(tm)

The future of all
Internetdwellers will
be decided - next time, in: “

iRequiem”
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upporting the Glass House
action of the Dutch radio
station 3FM, collecting
money to prevent malaria,

Lucid organized the Serious Request
Auction. During this event the UNiD
auctioned off two shirts with accompanying privileges. The highest
female and male bidder received
the shirts and an entire page in the
upcoming UNiD devoted to them in
any way they would see fit. The result of which are displayed on these
two pages.
The highest male bid was made by
the study association Cheops of the
Department of Architecture. The
highest female bid was made by
our own UNID ladies and later on
acquired by the Excellentius group.
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www.excellentius.nl
1 shirt and 1 experience for Û10
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A man’s errors
are his portals of
discovery.

T

raditionally one could describe master craftsmen as people
that know their material so well they can predict the outcome
of any action they undertake. It would then seem likely that
a master craftsman makes almost no mistakes. It is however

completely the other way around; A master craftsman knows when he should
make “mistakes”. Poet James Joyce covered this topic and mentioned: “A man’s
errors are his portals of discovery”. So how do we look at exploration in crafts
traditionally and what should we take in account for the future?
If we take a look at traditional craftsmanship we can identify the importance
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of chance in the process of material exploration. The learning path of an artisan is long and unpredictable. The craftsman learns to master his materials by
coping with uncertainties. The difference between for example an apprentice
and master jeweler is in how well they are able to control the amount of chance
that plays a role in the creation process. This ability to control the random
factor allows them to explore their materials and transcend beyond merely
recreating earlier work. Master jewellers for instance are able to mold materials
exactly to their will. But more than that they are also able to let the unpredictability of the material inspire them to create new jewelery.
In Industrial Design we also acknowledge the value of exploration in the design
process. Far too often however it is not the material itself that we use for
exploration. Instead we focus on the choice of material and combining it into
something more. It is based on a traditional engineering view: “The whole is
more than the sum of its parts” (holistic design). If we take a typical ID working prototype we can clearly see this difference. We take our pre-built Arduino,
fill it with programming that is a combination of existing programs pasted
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Omega Code – Bezièr Curves, Joshua Davis

together and connect this to circuits we found on the internet. How often do
we start with a clean sheet and let the possibilities of a programming language
inspire us? Or how often do we allow unexpected effects in our programs,
electronic circuits or 3D models?
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Made by Mistake
What could be the added value of chance in our design processes? As designers
we are all aware of the role chance already has in our design process. We can
suddenly see the solution for a design problem while merely walking down the
street. It seems to be so difficult to take a little more time and risk to let chance
inspire us, especially later on in the design process. For designers there is a lot
of value in being able to utilise the chance factor not only in physical material,
but in exploring digital material as well. While traditional artisans embrace the
uncertainties in their learning path, ID students could deploy chance to explore
physical and digital material.
For exploring digital material, one contemporary graphic designer who continuously uses chance as an asset is Joshua Davis. He uses algorithms to create
his complex graphical compositions. This method allows him to quickly generate for multiple media, from web to print to video. The most complex print was
120.000 layers in Illustrator. It took 5 minutes to let his algorithm do the work.
Creating digital environments is also used by industrial designers for physical
material exploration. The Swedish design group Front has done several projects
that incorporates chance in the production process. In the project Blow Away
Vase the shape of a Royal Delft vase has been deformed in a 3D environment by
simulating a gust of wind blowing the vase away. The outcome of the simulation has been used for production.
The most important thing is the mindset of the ID student. If an ID student
dares to create a framework in which chance resides, the students can explore
physical and digital material in depth.

Working this way allows
me to generate an infinite
number of compositions.
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Beeldenstorm

Kubra Nuenen

VanBeek

.Arts & Craft Day

www.beeldenstorm.org

www.kubra.com

www.vanbeekart.nl

04.05.2010

Experiments |

Plastics specialist |

Materials | Supplier

Do you want to learn how to weld or screen

Workshop | Casting

Supplier

print? Today there will be several workshops
in Arts & Crafts.
www.lucid.cc

Brigatti

La Città Mobile

VanderWinkel

www.brigatti.nl

www.lacittamobile.nl

www.vdwinkel.nl

Electronics specialist |

Meet | Experiment |

Hardware | Supplier

Supplier

Exchange
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.Diner at TAC
01.05.2010 - Eindhoven
To experience vegetarian and biologic food in
an enticing and tasteful way.
www.tac.nu

Civo Design BV

Mulitmate

Verspaget

.Art Amsterdam 2010

www.civo.nl

www.multimate.nl/

www.verspaget.nl

26.5.2010 - 30.5.2010 - Amsterdam RAI

Materials | Supplier

Construction supplier |

Model material |

International art fair for modern and

Saw service

Supplier

contemporary art.
www.artamsterdam.nl

Daglicht

TAC

Willies

www.grafisch-atelier-

www.tac.nu

www.willies.nl

daglicht.nl

Cultural breeding |

Model material |

Graphical techniques &

Meet

Supplier

materials

.Haute Couture
20.02.2010 - 6.6.2010 - Gemeentemuseum
An exclusive view in the world of Champagne, charme and Channel
www.gemeentemuseum.nl

GTD

‘t Smitje

.Exhibition Een Mooi Ding, Ambacht

w3.tue.nl/nl/diensten/

www.smitje.com

Until 15.08.2010 - Hilversum

gtd/

Fabric | Supplier

This museum presents the relation between
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Prototyping |

art and crafts, from the end of the 19th cen-

Professionals | Advice

tury until the 2nd world war.
www.museumhilversum.nl

Tips&Tricks
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Special thanks to Joep Frens for the input

1

When modeling, work your way up from using low fidelity to high fidelity
materials (cardboard before wood).

6

14

2
3
4
5

Consider the assembly and design your product accordingly.

6

To avoid splintering, clamp a scrap piece to the material when sawing or

Try not to overlook the volume of your electrical wires.
Invest in good and sharp working equipment.
When sanding surfaces use masking tape to mark the boundaries.

drilling.

10 0 0

15
13

7 Take notice of the wood’s grain direction when drilling, nailing, or glueing.
8 Measure twice, cut once.
9 Test significant new acts on scrap material.
10 MDF is not always the most suitable modeling material for the job.
11 A simple method to creating bondo for wooden models is by using a mixture of wood glue and sawdust.

12 Electrical wires can be shaped with an hot air gun.
13 The dosage of glue is crucial, so is thoroughly pressing both halfs together.
14 Temporary glueing two pieces of wood? Use newspaper between the pieces
for easy separation.

18

15 Always file in one direction, away from your body using both hands.
16 Excess glue does not have to be cleaned or removed when it is not there.
17 Milling or sanding edges of your wooden model results in a better finish.
18 If you have to use a Dremel, you have not planned your model well.
19 The quality of the actuator should be equal to the quality of your model;
you don’t want to have shaky movements or squeaky sounds.

20 Make sure the quality of the graphics on a model supersede the quality of
the model itself.

17

21 Do not count on hot glue to be a durable construction tool.
22 Use lots of water while wet sanding: you want the paper to dance across
your model’s surface.

10 0 0
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T

he industrial revolution, at the end of the 18th century, caused

but with the designer. He communicates with the

the end of crafts. Of course furniture and such was still hand-

craftsman through drawings. Of course, numerous

assembled, but was too expensive and inefficient to produce

production processes are added since the 18th cen-

by this principle. Techniques, such as the steam engine and the

tury, such as spray-casting, which is only applicable

assembly line, changed society irreparable.

for a large circulation of a product. These processes

More than two centuries later the University of Twente started a new faculty

require major knowledge and are a science on its

called “Industrieel Ontwerpen”. As the name suggests this educational system

own. Therefore the University of Twente recently

focuses scientifically on designing products which can easily be assembled by

hired a professor in Product Realization.

the industry. Nevertheless, the industrial way of assembling originates from

A society in which crafts is the main product

crafts which make these two inseparably connected.

creation process probably won’t return. Therefore

First of all: prototyping. When there are difficulties in discovering whether a

the focus in Enschede is on industrial manufactured

product fits within society, there’s no way a production line can be started im-

products, but that doesn’t mean crafts is a complete-

mediately for this product. Therefore it is quite common to create a prototype of

ly different world.
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the product beforehand. When making a prototype there is the opportunity to
adapt parts during the process, just like crafts. These adaptations, when making
prototypes, should lead to a change within the design. When it comes to crafts,
this is not the case; the same problem can be solved in various ways each time a
product is assembled. This leads to unique products, every single time.
Secondly, both industrial production processes don’t always differ. The difference stays within the knowledge which isn’t with the craftsman itself anymore,

120 0

Willem-Sander Markerink

The influence of
crafts in Enschede.
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Will we ever feel
special again?
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o not call yourself a craftsman
just yet, designer. Not only
because you aren’t one, but you
might just not want to.

Craft can only be mastered when you have prac-

G

ticed enough. During the process of becoming a
true craftsman the amount of risks in making will
decrease, as you hopefully will get to know your
materials better. When you finally master a craft
you can play with the amount of chance in your
design process and come to an unexpected success.
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So have you been crafting, or is that not even possible as an Industrial Designer?
As Robert Bronwasser said, design is renewal and crafts is refinement.
Can we combine? According to Willem Sander Markerink, of the TU Twente,
we can but do we agree? Is craftsmanship dying? Maybe the sinus we saw in
our history lesson is crashing down and maybe it will never get back on track
again. Or maybe we just need a new William Morris to stand up for all the
beauty of crafts.
A crafted product shows the effort the designer put in to it, in a way the designer puts more of himself in it. Their very own sweat and blood that it took to
come to the result we love. We all like a handmade birthday card better than a
Hallmark e-card because someone has put himself out there to make something
especially for you. Even if someone makes a second for your neighbour, the two
products will never be the same. The attachment you feel to your version of
it establishes on these differences. Crafted products are unique and this gives
them that extra value. They are more likely to become our favorite possession
than for example the Ikea BILLY, which is exactly the same for everyone. Own-
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ing that specially crafted product makes us feel special. Maybe we should ask
ourselves whether making lots of money with mass production is worth loosing
this feeling. If all products surrounding us are available for all our friends and
family precisely the same, will we be able to appreciate them? Will we ever feel
special again?

Food for thought
150 0

We cannot risk losing this superior feeling. But these hand made products,
someone making them, it all costs money. Lots of money. Especially if designers will just be exploring materials, allowing themselves to make mistakes only
because it might eventually lead to a successful result. Besides this exploring
aspect of crafts, when someone is finally able to master a craft, craftsmanship is
still expensive. It costs far too much time and the result is messy. Crafting is less
precise than a machine made product. That Ikea BILLY may not be anyone’s
personal preference but in general it is the most purchased closet in Europe

Ctrl Z will save
your life.

found in so many living rooms.
Whether you decide to pay a lot of money for a crafted product or a carefully
designed product that is precisely made as planned, it is about taste. But most
people like simplicity nowadays, not that messy appearance of a handmade
product.
If it is not taste than we can subscribe it to be all about image. Paid the right
price, the world around you will notice your healthy pay check trough the design you are carrying. A familiar and recognizable design is far more efficient in
appearance than a handcrafted doodle which requires people to look longer and

The only way products with that the handcrafted

closer at it to discover your values and fortunes in life. It may be more interest-

touch will survive is when nature takes over, or

ing and say more about your personality but it is also more difficult.

better phrased; when we make nature take over.
Mutated trees will grow chairs and cupboards.

As the world around us is evolving into an efficient and fast one, crafted prod-

They will be special, we could leave some aspects

ucts are just too expensive for what you get out of it. A crafted phone could

open in the way they grow for some chance to make

last longer but who wants a phone for more than a year? Staying up to date is

them unique.

important for us, but also for the financial system. New products have to be
We will keep feeling special, it will just be less

bought to keep our economy up.

expensive. Still interested in becoming a craftsman,
As this conclusion might be too disappointing to you, we want to give you

designer? Well, it is time for you to wake up. Wel-

something to keep you away from a depression. Let’s just give another meaning

come in the new world, beware of the future. We

to crafts. New school crafts, digital craftsmanship, this way crafting will be the
future. Not only will old fashion crafting disappear in consumer products, modern crafts will appear in unexpected places. Digital craftsmanship and advanced
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won’t need craftsmen anymore. We will have trees
that replace you. Go and learn to work with some
software, get real. Or does losing crafts means los-

technology is arising in health care as well, it won’t be long before the Ctrl Z

ing real? Is there something left unsaid? Old fashion

function will save our life.

crafting will never return, right?
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Column
C

raft? Shouldn’t Craft be one of 		

These days we have robots. They don’t require

those long lost things of the past? 		

elaborate coffee breaks, complain about better

You know, like Furbies, those noisy

wages, and most certainly do not make mistakes.

bastards. Craft reminds me of those

And they are quick and perfectionistic to the bone.

times when we were cutting stone with other stones

I mean metal.

and fire had to come from lightning instead of a
thrown-away cigarette. You know, back in the days.

Trust me, Craft is for the robots. Eventually it will
become one of those ruined marketing things. Just

Craft is like one of those topics arty farties muck

like all those other hot topics: innovation, sustain-

about during interviews while sipping herbal tea

ability, interaction design, and the overzealous us-

and practicing yoga, stating it is a rare and mis-

age of Corian®. Craft might even become a setting

understood phenomenon, only to be dealt with by

on production robots where the error-rate will be

people with feelings and expertise. Well, I got news

slightly larger, affording for some arty “custom”

for you hippies: Craft is dead!

touches.

There. I said it. Dead. Six feet under. Pushing Dai-

No, we are far better off with robots. So we can

sies. Dead. And after reading this entire magazine

stop practicing, or trying to practice, Crafts. Our

awaiting some kind of standpoint, conclusion or

near future for Craft-related time involves a couch,

whatever it was you were expecting, you arrived

bag of potato chips and some beer. Embrace your

at the ill-conceived statement that Craft is dead.

future.
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Bummer.

RIP Craft 2010
In a world where technological advancements
outpace the number of pornography downloads

Jan van der Asdonk

per second, Craft has become outdated. There is no
more need for the slow, hand-made aspect of Craft
reaching only a couple of people.

Dead. Six feet under.
Pushing Daisies. Dead.
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